
Vietnam stretches from latitude 80N to latitude 230N. In order to increase the
community's access to university, FPTU expanded to many provinces and
branches from Northern Vietnam: HN to Central Vietnam: DN, QN and Southern
Vietnam: HCM, CT expects to reach 2% of high school students nationwide. On
the other hand, although providing a high-quality learning environment and
providing many added values for learners, the tuition fee at FPTU is considered
to be much cheaper than other schools of the same quality.

In the past year, 57 students of different majors obtained the IBSTPI
international standard teaching certificate and 165 students obtained the
certificate of English language majoring in teaching (pedagogy).
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Admission policy of FPT University is always
towards equality in access to EDUCATION,
regardless of discrimination.

(that access to these activities is accessible to
all, regardless of ethnicity, religion, disability,
immigration status or gender)

The university has a special admission policy
that gives priority to high school students who
are the first in their family to attend university.

With that policy, in 2021, the
whole university will have 62% of students who
are the first generation in their families to
attend university. In 2022, this rate is expected
to increase to 68%

Entrepreneurship brings hope and challenges to teachers and students

At FPT University, lifelong learning is one of the
important learning outcomes of the training
program.

From January 1, 2021, FPT University has established
a Soft Skills subject, focusing on communication
skills, teamwork, study skills, research... for the
purpose of equipping and supporting study skills.
students for life.

Self-study is emphasized as a core value of the
training environment at FPT University instead of the
traditional way of learning that is deeply ingrained in
Vietnamese education.

Then, in early 2022, the school established a
department of ethnic music, a startup subject with
this goal. This creates unique values for FPTU's
students, even after they graduate and continue
their studies, supporting them to succeed in the
future.

FPT University is a large-scale university but
only focuses on training a few majors:
Information Technology, Business
Administration, and Languages, in which
there is no pedagogy. To overcome this, with
the desire that the university's students will
be the seeds of spreading education in the
community, the university has organized free
elective courses on teaching methods
according to international IBSTPI standards
for students. Many students have signed up
for this course.

All majors in English, Korean and Japanese
have a major in Pedagogy. Many of them are
promoting teaching to students in the
community, giving first priority to primary
school students in remote mountainous
areas, with poor educational and living
conditions
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English proficiency is considered an important key for university students and lifelong learning.
It is also part of the university's goal of training global citizens. The first semester at the
university is an English-focused semester for all students who need to improve their English at
different levels.

The scene at the English preparation subject for FPT University students. Here, all are 
designed to create an environment to practice English instead of just in the classroom.

The university strives to use its resources to
support the community, supporting those
who do not attend college with learning
conditions.
Members of FPTU's 05 Alumni Clubs around
the world receive free Coursera courses as a
gift. These are online courses offered by a
global online learning platform from leading
universities

FPT Education Academy International (FAI), a member of FPT
Education, we cooperate with international training systems of
Aptech, Arena (India) to continuously open short-term courses
on Software, Multi Media, etc for people who don't go to
university, people who are working, anyone in need in the
community.

A training class for 
programmers for 

non-university 
students at FPT 

Education Academ
y International –

FAI

The school has given 1345 free study
accounts on Coursera to FPTU alumni,
with this gift, alumni can study for free
and obtain open learning materials
certificates from Stanford University and
American universities. FPTU representative gave FPTU Alumni representative in Japan free 

coursera accounts

A defense project at FPT Arena with the theme: 
Hoianopoly - "Billionaire chess " with the sound of 
a traditional culture from a modern perspective.
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In order to reach more classes in the community, at FPT School of Business
(FSB), our advanced specialized training school, regularly organize short
courses : executive education programfor managers present and future

FPT University students have participated in many volunteer activities to
support the poor, low-income people and disadvantaged families in rural areas
lacking good living conditions and education. Through these activities, students
develop their own strengths in teaching English, programming, soft skills, etc.
to rural children. During the pandemic, practical activities are still limited, many
FPT University students have set up a FREE TEACHING WEBSITE FOR RURAL
CHILDREN, including children in epidemic areas who cannot go to school.

FPT Aptech cooperates with VNPT Group to support staff 
training in programming

In June 2022, FSB Institute of Management & Technology organized a 
training course "Improving management capacity" for the management staff 

of Viet Duc Steel.
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